Full Time Clinical Counselor
Anuvia Prevention & Recovery—a STAR LRP-approved organization!!—seeks qualified candidates who wish to be considered
for a full time Child and Family Clinical Counselor position with the Specialty Programs Team.
To be considered for the position, candidates must have a Master’s Degree in Counseling or related field. Candidates are
required to be a fully licensed LCAS or LCMHC or LMFT or LCSW by the NCASPPB. Being dually licensed is a plus! Experience
working with adolescents with substance use disorders is preferred. Counseling and assessment skills are needed to be
successful in this position. Work hours has a flexible work schedule based on the scheduling needs of the clients and will
include some evenings during the week. NC or SC driver’s license is required.
The ideal candidate will possess the following attributes: exceptional communicator, both verbal and written; self-motivated;
fast learner; willing to roll up sleeves and jump in; high energy; passion for SUD recovery community; and flexible with
scheduling to meet the needs of the individuals served.
Don’t miss this opportunity to join other professionals serving the community! Anuvia is a great place to work. We are
passionate about our mission and the quality of care we provide to those we serve. We are seeking individuals who share our
vision and will become an integral part of our professional team. Anuvia provides competitive wages and a friendly, fun,
collaborative and professional work environment. Employees are given the opportunity to gain industry knowledge and
experience, contribute to the successful mission of the organization, and optimize career growth and learning. Eligible
employees are offered a robust benefits package including an excellent 403(b) retirement plan. We celebrate our employees
with appreciation events, and by providing other valuable rewards.
Interested candidates should email letter of interest and resume to Christie.Whisenant@anuvia.org <EOE>

